
Job Description: Mid Back End Developer

Position : Back End Developer

Reports to : Chief Technology Officer (CTO)

Location             :       - TTDI Plaza, Taman Tun Dr Ismail, 60000 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

- Offsite arrangements can be discussed

Salary : RM (Ringgit Malaysia) 5,000 - 8,000 + Performance Bonus

About Us: www.versa.com.my
We are a FinTech startup building a digital cash management platform to help Malaysians from all walks of life unlock
the potential of their idle cash. Our platform introduces an innovative alternative to fixed deposits where users can
gain higher returns while benefiting from Versa’s flexibility that allows users to withdraw their cash plus daily interests
earned at any moment without incurring penalties. Dedicated to helping users get the best out of their sleeping funds,
Versa is focused on making our suite of user-friendly cash management solutions more accessible to all Malaysians.
What is our product trying to solve?
Retail customers are faced with very low interest rates in savings accounts or a lack of liquidity in fixed deposits. Our
first product aims to transform your sleeping cash into money-earning potential through return rates similar to the
interest of a Fixed Deposit. But with Versa, you can ‘duit’ your way and enjoy the freedom to withdraw your savings at
any moment without penalties.

What learning opportunities/initiatives do we have?
We encourage learning the latest best practices and new technologies and we do everything within reason to provide
the tools and courses to learn them

The Role & Responsibilities:
We are looking for a strong back end developer who welcomes both engineering and maintenance tasks. You will:

● Design and write with the cutting-edge language to improve the availability, scalability, latency, and efficiency
of Versa's platform and range of services

● Work with front end engineering team to explore and create new design / architectures geared towards scale
and performance

● Participate in code and design reviews to maintain our high development standards
● Engage in service capacity and demand planning, software performance analysis, tuning and optimization
● Collaborate with product and experience teams to define and prototype feature specifications
● Work closely with partnering infrastructure team in building and scaling back-end services as well as

performing root cause analysis investigations
● Performance tuning and optimization
● Excellent verbal communication and interpersonal skills

Requirements:
● 3 to 6 years of backend development experience
● Proficiency in Java/JavaScript/NodeJS/Python
● Proficiency with writing automated tests
● Experience with developing, profiling, and debugging REST APIs
● Strong knowledge of MVC architectural patterns and the ability to choose the best solution available
● Excellent verbal communication and interpersonal skills

If you are up for the challenge, kindly forward your CV to all 3:
1. richmond@versa.com.my
2. nursyaza@versa.com.my
3. nelson@versa.com.my
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